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The questions film and secular literature raise about the nature of evil offer a safe way to start talking about loss – including when that loss is my own ...
Science fiction, fantasy…and resiliency
The process of building a biblical worldview begins in the home. However, this process is also either helped or hurt by what happens in the classroom.
The duty of parents in education
The classic fantasy monster has dominated Dungeons and Dragons for too long; it’s time for a change By most accounts, dragons are pretty cool. Not in a chic, hip, down with the kids kind of way, but ...
Why Dungeons and Dragons doesn’t need any more dragons
Seven students have Grua/O'Connell Research Awards this summer to investigate a range of subjects representing the breadth of the liberal arts. They're researching conflict reporting, literature and ...
Grua/O'Connell Fellows Pursue Eclectic Research
At the time, I couldn’t imagine how the weight of the past would soon press down on America as well. We are living in a time of high social conflict. Our arguments are fueled by competing stories. Are ...
One Solution to Social Conflict: Tell War Stories. But Tell Them Well.
Often, there is a deeper story behind a story. This week “Ban” & Jerry’s announced they are boycotting 800,000 ...
Exposing Anuradha Mittal, the Jew-Hater Who Pushed Ben & Jerry’s to Boycott Israel
A classic sci-fi dystopian novel In this 1949 novel that predicted a dystopian future, political satirist George ... far more evil and complex than the vampire stories of modern literature.
22 of the best classic books to read in your lifetime
The panel have chosen these novels on the theme of Life, Death and Other Worlds: A Game of Thrones by George R ... as well as good and evil, the popularity of the novel and its consequent ...
The view from elsewhere: Ten classic stories of other worlds
I recommend Merriam-Webster’s, to find out, for example, what George Will is trying to say ... about “existential” modern poetry and literature, especially among the French literati after ...
THE PORT RAIL: The power of words calls for taming of the tongue
George R. R. Martin’s world-building mastery ... kings and queens, and good and evil. Brothers and sisters Lucy, Edmund, Peter, and Meg go from escaping London’s Blitz to the countryside ...
100 of America’s Favorite Novels
Ian Fleming spent the first few decades of his life evading reality through every means he could find: card games, golf, women, gambling, scuba-diving, travel, and enjoying fine meals and alcohol in ...
The Failures That Made Ian Fleming
While working on the animated satire 2DTV, she got to work with George Michael on his video ... “There’s very little anywhere on TV or in literature about what it’s like to have a child ...
‘Succession? I thought, I don’t want to write for a load of white men who are evil’
Some believe the whole thing started with President George Washington ... and the saying was supposed to weaken evil beings. The punch was to banish such characters forevermore – it was ...
Why do we say ‘white rabbit’ on the first day of the month? Meaning behind eccentric phrase, explained
The veteran entertainer reflects on his journey from 'Roots,' 'Reading Rainbow,' and 'Star Trek' to hosting America's favorite gameshow.
LeVar Burton Explains Why He Should Host Jeopardy
Robertson had refused to aid his own father's senatorial reelection campaign on the grounds that to do so would be to participate in an evil political ... Jimmy Carter to George Bush, each has ...
The Religious Right, the Gay Movement, and the Politics of the 1990s
The 5th book in the "A Song of Ice and Fire" series, George R.R. Martin's high fantasy ... became a dark wizard and how he might fight the evil that lurks nearby. 6.9 million copies of "Harry ...
The most popular new book published the year you were born
Amidst unthinkable premeditated acts of evil, there were unpredictable acts of self-sacrifice ... Let us honor them today and pray there are no more like them tomorrow. — George H. Brauchler is the ...
George Brauchler: Kendrick Castillo wasn’t the only hero in Room 107
St. George and the Dragon, representations of good and evil and 20th-century pulp heroes like John Carter and Conan the Barbarian as well as Lord of the Rings and Game of Thrones. “Enchanted ...
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'Literature is not innocent,' stated Georges Bataille in this extraordinary 1957 collection of essays, arguing that only by acknowledging its complicity with the knowledge of evil can literature communicate fully and intensely. These literary profiles of eight authors and their work, including Emily Brontë's Wuthering Heights, Baudelaire's Les Fleurs du Mal and the writings of Sade, Kafka and Sartre, explore subjects such as violence, eroticism, childhood, myth and
transgression, in a work of rich allusion and powerful argument.
In this collection of essays, first published in France in 1957, Bataille explores the value of evil as expressed in literature. He studies the work of Emily Brontë, Baudelaire, Blake, Michelet, Kafka, Proust, Genet? and de Sade.
Set against the backdrop of Europe's slide into Fascism, Blue of Noon is a blackly compelling account of depravity and violence. As its narrator lurches despairingly from city to city in a surreal sexual and mental nightmare of squalor, sadism and drunken encounters, his internal collapse mirrors the fighting and marching on the streets outside. Exploring the dark forces beneath the surface of civilization, this is a novel torn between identifying with history's victims and being
seduced by the monstrous glamour of its terrible victors, and is one of the twentieth century's great nihilist works.
Georges Bataille (1897 - 1962) was a philosopher, writer, and literary critic whose work has had a significant impact across disciplines as diverse as philosophy, sociology, economics, art history and literary criticism, as well as influencing key figures in post-modernist and post-structuralist philosophy such as Jacques Derrida and Michel Foucault. In recent years, the number of works published on Georges Bataille, as well as the variety of contexts in which his work is
invoked, has markedly increased. In Georges Bataille: Key Concepts an international team of contributors provide an accessible introduction to and survey of Bataille's thought. The editors’ introduction provides an overview of Bataille’s work, while the chapters in the first section cover the social, political, artistic and philosophical contexts that shaped his thought. In the second part, each chapter engages with a key theme in Bataille’s philosophy, including: art, eroticism,
evil, inner experience, heterology, religion, sacrifice, and sovereignty. The final chapter addresses Bataille’s literary writings. Georges Bataille: Key Concepts is an invaluable guide for students from across the Humanities and Social Sciences, coming to Bataille’s work for the first time. Contributors: Giulia Agostini, Elisabeth Arnould-Bloomfield, Tiina Arppe, Marcus Coelen, Simonetta Falasca-Zamponi, Patrick ffrench, Marina Galletti, Nadine Hartmann, Mark Hewson,
Andrew Hussey, Stuart Kendall, Claire Nioche, Gerhard Poppenberg, and Michèle Richman.
Georges Bataille (1897-1962) was an essayist, poet, novelist and philosopher of excess. His philosophy emerges from the aesthetic avant-garde of the 1920s and 30s, when he was associated with the surrealist movement, and has since been explored by the major figures of poststructuralism and postmodernism. His classic works include The Story of the Eye and The Accursed Share. On Nietzsche takes up Nietzschean thought where Nietzsche left off - with the Death of
God. Written against the backdrop of Germany under the Third Reich, the book explores the possibility of a spiritual life outside religion. In so doing it weaves an astonishing tapestry of confession, theology, philosophy, myth and eroticism - all shot through with the images of war. Translated by Bruce Boone Introduced by Sylvère Lotringer
An important literary and philosophical figure, Georges Bataille has had a significant influence on other French writers, such as Foucault, Derrida and Baudrillard. The Thirst for Annihilation is the first book in English to respond to Bataille's writings. In no way, though, is Nick Land's book an attempt to appropriate Bataille's writings to a secular intelligibility or to compromise with the aridity of academic discourse - rather, it is written as a communion . Theoretical issues
in philosophy, sociology, psychodynamics, politics and poetry are discussed, but only as stepping stones into the deep water of textual sacrifice where words pass over into the broken voice of death. Cultural modernity is diagnosed down to its Kantian bedrock with its transcendental philosophy of the object, but Bataille's writings cut violently across this tightly disciplined reading to reveal the strong underlying currents that bear us towards chaos and dissolution - the violent
impulse to escape, the thirst for annihilation.
Novel, translated by Joachim Neugroschel. Bataille's scandalous STORY OF THE EYE, written under the pseudonym Lord Auch, centers around the exploits of a young couple exploring the utmost boundaries of the sacred and profane. This hallucinatory melding of sex and religion has lost none of its transgressive power since its original publication in the 1920s, and prefigures Bataille's later studies of death and sensuality, including EROTISM and THE TEARS OF
EROS, also published by City Lights and available from SPD.
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